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The ambipolar diffusion length is measured in strained &Gal-&/InP
quantum wells for
several mole fractions in the interval 0.3 <X <0.8 by cathodoluminescence.The ambipolar
diffusion length is found to have a significantly higher value in the lower indium mole fraction
samples corresponding to tensile-strained wells. This longer diffusion length for the tensile
samplesis consistent with results of carrier lifetime experiments by M. C. Wang, K. Kash, C. E.
Zah, R. Bhat, and S. L. Chuang [Appl. Phys. Lett. 62, 166 (1993)].
The transport properties of strained In,Gai-+s/InP
heterostructures are of interest due to their importance in
optoelectronic devices. Pseudomorphic material has given
semiconductor lasers new flexibility in operation wavelength as well as improvements in quantum efficiency. The
heterostructure in this system is lattice matched to the InP
substrate at an indium mole fraction of x=0.53 and the
strain is tensile for ~~0.53 and compressive for x>O.53.
Here we present the direct determination of the ambipolar
diffusion length in strained InXGal-&/InP
quantum
wells by cathodoluminescence(CL) in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). This method is very straightforward
due to the precision and easewith which the electron beam
in the SEM can be controlled. The technique has been used
previously on Al,Gai -As system by Zarem et al. ‘12
The experiment is performed in a modified SEM with
a fiber optic CL collection system as shown in Fig. 1. In the
SEM, an energetic electron beam is incident upon the sample generating electron hole pairs. The sample is partly
covered by a thin aluminum mask which prevents detection of luminescenceemanating from the region under it,
thus all detected luminescenceis from radiative recombination occurring in the unmasked region. By generating
carriers in the masked region and measuring the total luminescencepower, I(X), as a function of ‘the distance of
the e-beamfrom the mask edge,x, we are able to determine
the diffusion length. The simplicity of the technique results
from the fact that luminescenceintensity dependsexponentially on x/LD when the total power is collected at the
mask edgeboundary.3In our experiments,a -750-A-thick
aluminum mask consisting of 200 pm stripes separatedby
50 pm is used.The electron-hole pairs are generatedwithin
the quantum well by a 20 kV electron beam. The e-beam
position is varied from 5.4 to 1.6 pm from the mask edgein
steps of 760 A in five identical scans separatedby 0.38 pm.
In Fig. 2 are depicted the structure of five In,Gai-As
quantum-well samples used in the study: three tensilestrained sampleswith x=0.3, 0.41, 0.43, a lattice-matched
sample with x=0.53, and a compressively strained sample
with x=0.8. The layers indicated by “P-Q” and “Al-Q”
are quaternaries of InGaAsP and AlInGaAs, respectively,
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lattice matched to the InP substrate. In Fig. 3 are shown
the typical data runs of the diffusion length measurements
on the five samples. All data were taken at room temperature at carrier densities in the range 10’7-1018cmm3. It
was observed that the exposure to the electron beam altered the diffusion length. Thus, the beam was scanned
toward the mask edge such that the material between the
beam and the mask edge had not been altered by the electron beam. Although these precautions were taken, we
found a distribution in the data points giving rise to deviations as high as 12% as summarized in Fig. 4. The diffusion length, however, does consistently decreasewith the
increase in the indium mole fraction leading to compressive strain.
The increase in the diffusion length for the smaller
indium mole fraction samples may imply an increase in
either mobility or lifetime since according to the Einstein
relation LD= $& = ,/m,
where L, D, p, and r
are the diffusion length, diffusivity, mobility, and carrier
lifetime, and where kB, T, and q are Boltzmann’s constant,
temperature, and the electron charge, respectively. Ambipolar mobility, however, is inversely proportional to the
sum of the effective massesfor both holes and electrons.
Although the effective massesin the strained In,Ga,&s
system are not known precisely, it is known that compres-
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the carrier diffusion length experiment.
The electron beam incident on the sample generates electron-hole pairs
whose luminescence upon recombination is collected by the optical fiber.
The Al mask blocks detection of luminescence from the region under it
(adapted from Ref. 1).
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PIG. 2. A simplified depiction of the five quantum-well structures studied. The numbers preceding the P-Q or Al-Q indicate the approximate
luminescence peak for the particular qnatemary in micrometers.

sive biaxial strain results in a smaller in-plane effective
massand that highly tensile biaxial strain results in a larger
in-plane etfective mass for the holes.4Therefore, when the
effective mass of the carriers is the only variable considered, the diffusion length for the compressive sample
should be greater, in clear contradiction of the above experimental results.
This would indicate that the variable responsiblefor
the significant differencein the carrier diffusion length may
be r or T, the carrier scattering lifetime determining mo-
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PIG. 3. Log of the cathodoluminescence intensity as a function of beam
position for the five quantum wells. The ambipolar diffusion length is
given by the reciprocal of the slope.
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PIG. 4. Ambipolar diffusion length LD in the five samples studied. The
graph gives the average of the several measurements made on each sample
and the standard deviation.

bility. The experimental work of W a n g et al.,5 however,
leads us to believe it is the former. The investigation of
recombination in these structures indicates an approximately twofold increasein lifetime for similar structures of
highly tensile-strainedsamplesvs compressivelystrained
samples.Furthermore, for a carrier density on the order of
10” cmm3,Auger recombination is shown to be less than
1 0 % which would indicate that the diffusion length measured here is not significantly affected by Auger rccombination.
In conclusion, we have m a d e a direct determination of the a m b ipolar diffusion length in five strained
In,Gar +4s/InP quantum well samplesby cathodoluminescencein a scanningelectron m icroscope.A significantly
longer diffusion length was measured for the tensilestrained samples.This result seemsto be in agreementwith
the experimentallifetime measurementsof W a n g et al.
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